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Climate and SST 

• Oceans are main thermal inertia of climate 

• Prescribed runs of climate models through 
20thC are an important test of atmospheric 
and land components of climate models 

• Coupled 20thC runs test the ocean 
component and its air-sea interaction 

• SST ‘modes’ affect inter-annual to decadal to 
centennial scales 

– ENSO, NAO, PDO etc 



Climate Change Scale 

• Rate of warming O(0.1 K/decade) 

• Required STABILITY of observation? 

 

 

• To push observations towards “climate 
quality” requires specific efforts at 
reprocessing of data 

– learning lessons about data set 

– researching methods that maximize stability 



Can we even assess stability? 

• No SST long-term reference sites 

• Nearest in situ data are moorings of the global 
tropical moored buoy array (GTMBA) 

• Pre mid-1990s, can only do stability for 
tropical Pacific 

• Pre mid-1980s, no stable data at all? 



Stability assessment  

ATSR 2 and AATSR 
See Merchant, C. J., et al. (2012), A twenty-year independent record  
of sea surface temperature for climate from Along Track Scanning  
Radiometers, J. Geophys. Res., 117, C12013, doi:10.1029/2012JC008400. 

AVHRRs Pathfinder 

ATSR-1 



SST measurement challenge 

 



 www.space-explorers.org 





SST and Stratospheric Aerosol 

• Stratospheric aerosol cools the planet 

– Natural climate change experiment 

– Want to observe true SST changes accurate 

• BUT 

• Stratospheric aerosol changes window BTs 

– Causes negative SST biases 

– Less so for ATSR dual-view (robust to aerosol) 

– But not entirely solved problem (good to 0.2 K) 





Modelling in general 

• All models are wrong, some are useful 

• All models resolve some things and 
approximate (parameterize) others 

• Useful models are generally useful for a 
specific purpose 

• To be useful 
– Include &/or parameterize (well!) major physics 

– Represent the relevant space-time scales 

• Assess modelled vs. observed mean, 
variability, correlations, phasing, etc  



Diurnal Variability 

What time scale / resolution? 
What space scale / resolution? 
 
 
 
Geophysical relevance? 



Mean ocean diurnal-warming cycles 
SEVIRI/NWP based model, local time 

0 K                       1 K                         2 K 



What time scale / resolution? 
What space scale / resolution? 
 
 
 
Geophysical relevance? 



Diurnal variability 



Configuring a diurnal cycle model 

• 1D is probably OK 

• Need to resolve diurnal warm layer vertical 

• Need time step corresponding 
– capture relevant forcing fluctuations 

– numerically stable wrt depth resolution 

• Elements of model 
– Heating profile from Sun vs. wavelength 

– Equation of state (density as function of T, S) 

– Vertical turbulence  
• driven by wind (stress flux) 

• “opposed” by thermal stratification 

 



Satellite Observations for DV 

• Model can be tested against in situ thermistor 
chains 

• But background mixing etc varies across 
ocean, so also need ocean-basin DV SST for 
comparison 

• Absolute accuracy of SST is then less 
important than relative accuracy (across the 
cycle) 

• E.g., same algorithm day and nigh 

• E.g., full sensitivity to DV in SST – not obvious 



SEVIRI Sea Surface Temperature 

Geostationary platform -- particularly 
useful for diurnal variability in SST 
 
Want SSTs to be accurate, low noise … 
 
… and also, have the right DV 
 

Remote Sensing of Environment 113 (2009) 445–457 



SST Sensitivity 

• The degree to which the retrieved SST 
changes per unit change in the true SST 

• Conventional SST retrieval is NLSST 

 

 

• Coefficients are defined to minimise the 
retrieval error variance 

• This does not optimize the sensitivity, ≠1 



To estimate sensitivity 

• Use radiative transfer simulation to find 
brightness temperature (BT) sensitivity to SST 

• Use in derivative of the retrieval equation 



Sensitivity is not 1 for NLSST 
• 3 month average of 

SEVIRI sensitivity using 
NLSST for retrieval 

 

• SST variations in time 
and space are 
underestimated 

– Fronts 

– Diurnal variability 

 



Optimal estimation of SST 

• Reduced state vector approach (retrieval of 
SST and total column water vapour) 
– Remote Sensing of Environment 112 (2008) 2469–2484, first applied to AVHRR 

• First application to SEVIRI was unconvincing in 
regards to the SST sensitivity 
– in OE, sensitivity is from the averaging kernel matrix which is naturally available within 

the retrieval framework 

• Improvements: 
– include 8.7 um 

– relax prior SST uncertainty 

– smooth OE formulation 

Remote Sensing  
of Environment  
113 (2009)  
445–457 



Observations used for smoothed OE 

Target pixel for SST 

 

     Smoothing pixel 

 

          Cloudy pixel (ignored) 



Stats of discrepancy cf. validation data 

OE smoothing removes 

 more noise than trad. atm.  

 corr. smoothing, simultaneously 

 increasing sensitivity 
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Validating the sensitivity using DV 

S = 6% 

S = 92% S = 85% 

S = 64% 

Theoretically calculated S 
for different retrievals 
 
Found cases of large DV 
in drifting buoy records 
 
Retrieved SST from SEVIRI 
during the day for these 
 
Shows that full amplitude 
is only captured by  
high sensitivity algorithms 



Lessons from diurnal variability 

• Our expectations can be wrong 

– No-one expected >5 K DV 

– Models which showed this were thought “wrong” 

• Models need to represent physics 

– E.g., some sunlight absorbed v. near surface 

• Observations can be right for one thing, but 
not for another 

– E.g., minimum error variance didn’t give S = 1 
required to see DV amplitude properly 



General conclusions 

• Observations and models interact 
– Models can QC observations, as in assimilation 
– Observations test models 

• Choose both observations and models 
appropriate to the phenomenon 
– There isn’t a single universal SST product good for 

everything 
– Consider: 

• accuracy, precision, relative accuracy, stability, sampling,time 
resolution, space resolution, sensitivity, time period 
available 

• No modeller should be naïve about observations! 
• Observationalists need to understand modellers! 



 

 

 

 

• QUESTIONS ABOUT ANYTHING COVERED 
TODAY? 


